Abstract. We compute the analogue for Z[i] of Euler's constant, that is S = lim"^ + 00S", where Sn = (E2«îK/. 1/"*) _ log «. For this purpose we give an estimate for rk = min{ r > 0; there exists z s C such thatcard (Z[i] n D(z,r)) > k\ , and we compute a great number of values of rk. where D(z, r) = ( w G C; \w -z\ < r) is the closed disk with center z and radius r.
the optimal specifications of the final program. (All appendices are in the supplements section at the end of this issue.) Indeed, as the BASIC interpreter used floating-point rounded values with little known errors, it was impossible to guarantee more than 4 decimal digits for the final result. Then, as all computed values were rational numbers (Propositions 1 and 2) with easily bounded sizes, we could develop a program in 6502 code working only with positive fixed-point values and multiprecision routines. With this method the accuracy can be as good as needed and the error computation is rigorous.
After approximately 175 hours of computation we obtained the following results 1 .811 090 114 < 51400 < 1.811 090 234 and 21.055 212 94 < rX400 < 21.055 214 02
which, considering the estimates of Section 2 give 1.811 447 299 < 8 < 1.897 327 117
and the constant A0 of [7] therefore satisfies 0.170 7339 < A0< 0.186 0446.
In particular, we have X0 > 1/6 (conjecture of [7] ), but even if we notice that the lower bound for 8 is better than its upper bound, we cannot yet assert that the above conjecture about the value of 8 (which would lead to A0 = l/2e = 0.183 939...) is reasonable. Indeed, the estimates of Section 2 allow us to see that, to obtain 8 with an accuracy of 10"" (for n > 4), it is necessary to compute 8k for k near 50 X 103". So it seems impossible, even with big recent computers, to obtain the first 4 digits of 8, unless the algorithm of calculation of rk or the estimate of rk are improved, or another way of computing 8 is found. 1 . Some Properties of Minimal Disks. In this section, two simple geometrical properties of minimal disks are given. With the notations of Section 0 we have Proposition 1. Let Tk, with k > 3, be a minimal circle. IfTk does not pass through (at least) 3 integer points, then Tk has one diameter with integer extremities. This diameter is parallel to the real or imaginary axis and its length is an odd integer each of whose prime factors is congruent to 3 modulo 4.
Such a minimal circle will be called exceptional. One can verify that, for 3 < k < 1500, there is no exceptional disk. For this purpose it is sufficient to compute the number k of integer points belonging to the closed disk of center 1/2 and of diameter 2r, where 2r is an odd integer whose prime factors are all congruent to 3 (mod 4) and satisfying 2r < 44 (according to Proposition 3). If one has r < ]J(k -1)/tt one compares r with r'k = min/>it r[, where r'k = min{r > 0; there exists z G C such that card(/)(z, r) n Z[/]) = k and card(ai)(z, r) n Z[i]) > 3} is given by the BASIC program of Appendix 1 or the final program. This work is given in full detail in Appendix 2.
However, there exist minimal disks Tk with k 3* 3, whose one diameter is the segment parallel to the real axis connecting 2 integer points, and with an odd length (for instance T22, with radius r22 = 5/2). But in each known case (k < 1500), Tk passes through at least 3 (therefore 6 by symmetry) integer points. Thus, it is natural to state the following:
Conjecture.
For k > 3, any minimal circle Tk passes through at least 3 integer points.
Proof of Proposition 1. That a minimal circle passes through at least 2 integer points is obvious.
Let T be a circle passing through exactly 2 integer points a and b not on the same diameter. The radius r of T satisfies 2r > \a -b\ and if to denotes the center of T one has max{ |to -f |; f e Z[i] n D(u, r), £ # a, £ # b) = r -e < r.
Let «' be a point inside the triangle uab lying on the perpendicular from to to [ab] , and such that |to -to'| < e/2. The triangle inequality shows that the closed disk with center w' and radius |to' -a\< r contains the same integer points as D(u, r), so T is not minimal.
Let us now study the case where T has a diameter with integer extremities, for instance a and b. (Note that the circle T is not assumed to be minimal.) If b -a £ R U iR, then the center u = (a + b)/2 of T belongs to \Z[i], thus, by symmetry with respect to the line io+i'Roru + R, the circle T passes through at least 4 integer points. If b -a g 2Z U 2/Z, then w g Z[i] and it is easily seen (using a rotation of center to and angle 7r/2) that T passes through at least 4 integer points.
In the only remaining case, we can suppose that T has center 1/2 and radius m + 1/2 with m an integer > 1. Then, the only integer points of T are -m and m + 1 if and only if '2m + I)2 is not a sum of 2 squares, i.e., (see [6, Theorem 278] ) if the prime factors of 2m + 1 are all congruent to 3 (mod 4). Q.E.D.
It is also possible to get more information on the position of the integer points of a minimal circle.
Proposition.
2. If a minimal circle passes through (at least) 3 integer points, then it is circumscribed to some triangle with integer vertices and angles < tt/2.
Proof. Let D be a closed disk with boundary T passing through at least 3 integer points and set E = Y n Z [i] . Suppose that each triplet of points in E forms a triangle with one angle > tt/2. Then the convex hull of E does not contain the center u of T, for otherwise, by Carathéodory's theorem (cf. [1, Vol. 3, 11.1.8.6]), the center a would be contained in the convex hull of 3 points of E, which would thus form a triangle with angles < tt/2. , there exists a closed disk of radius ((k -l)/w)1/2 containing at least k integer points. We thus have rk ^ ik -1)/tt. But it follows from Propositions 1 and 2 that rk g Q and, as ir is irrational, the inequality is strict. Q.E.D.
The following lower bound for rk is a refinement of classical calculations (see, for instance, [4] ). Remark. This obviously gives a lower bound for rk. If the above result is written in the form k < irr2 + 2ar + f(r), it is easily seen that / is a decreasing function of r and we can use this inequality in the following manner: For k > k0 the radius rk is greater than the positive root of the trinomial ttX2 + 2aX + f(p) -k, where p satisfies 0 < p < rk . This lower bound is much less precise than the upper bound of Proposition 3 (as a matter of fact it is efficient for any disk, either mimmal or not). Nevertheless, if k is not too big (k < 1.364 107) this lower bound is better than the best known results taken from the work of H. Chaix [2J on convex compact sets.
In order to obtain Proposition 4 the following calculation will be used:
Lemma. The area Tx of the convex curvilinear right-angled and isosceles triangle with sides 1 and hypotenuse of radius of curvature r is
The area T2 of the convex curvilinear right-angled triangle with sides 1 and 2 and hypotenuse of radius of curvature r is
Proof. This is a straightforward computation of integrals. For each integer point belonging to Qx (resp. Q2, resp. Q3, resp. Q4), construct the square with unit sides parallel to the real and imaginary axes with vertex equal to the above-mentioned integer point, and lying down left (resp. down right, resp. up right, resp. up left) as seen in Figure 1 .
Let Aj be the area of the union of the squares generated by the integer points of Qj and let k be the number of integer points belonging to D. One has k = e + Lx<j<4Aj, where e = 1 if x + iy g Z[i] and e = 0 otherwise.
The area Aj is less than the sum of the area of Qj and the area of the union of the parts of the squares lying outside the radii bounding Qj minus the area of the union of curvilinear triangles whose vertices are the integer points nearest to the quarter circle bounding Qj, whose rectilinear sides are some sides of squares generated by the integer points of Qj, and whose hypotenuses are circular arcs of radius r. These triangles are indeed contained in D since its radius is r, and they have been hatched in Figure 2 relating to Qx.
If we study separately the case when r + i)e Z[i] and its contrary, we get k < wr2 + 4r + 1 -T, where Tis the area of the union of the above triangles.
In order to bound T from below, notice that the point of the first quadrant lying on the circle with center 0 and radius r such that the tangent to the circle at this point has gradient -2 has abscissa r cos(Arctg §) = 2r/ v/5. Thus if the points x + iy and x + 1 + iy of the first quadrant belong to the closed disk D(0, r) and if x > 2r/ \¡5, then the point x + i(y + 2) also belongs to the disk. Similarly, if the points x + iy and x + 1 + iy of the first quadrant belong to the disk D(0, r) and if x > r/ V2~, then the point x + i(y + 1) also belongs to the disk. The same calculation can be applied to the second half-quarter, exchanging x and y, but by Figure 3 it is easily seen that a few triangles in the neighborhood of the cuts x + r/ ¿2 and x + 2r/ ]/5 have been left aside. As one bounds k from above by an increasing function of r, one can suppose without loss of generality that D is minimal and thus that r2, x and}' are rational numbers.
If x + 2r/ \/5~ g Z, then x + r/ \¡2 £ Z, so that a triangle of area Tx and a triangle of area T2 can be added on either side of x + 2r/ \¡5 . Similarly, if x + /■/ y¡2 g Z, a triangle of area 7\ can be added in the neighborhood of x + /■/ •fï and another triangle of area Tx near x + 2r/ ^5 . If x + 2r/ ^5 £ Z and x + r/ \¡2 £ Z, then a triangle of area 7\ can be added in the neighborhood of x + 2r/ \/5~. Moreover, in the neighborhood of x + r/ y¡2 , a triangle with area at least Tx can be added, but one must not add more than Tx/2 because it can have a vertex of ordinate greater than y + r/ \Í2, and therefore it may have been taken into account in the computation related to the second half-quarter. This allows us to add 8 X f Tx to the lower bound for T, which becomes T > 8(r(l -2/;/5 ) -2)T2 + %{r(2/ß -1/y/l) -1/2)Tx.
Then finite expansions for Tx and T2 deduced from the lemma give the announced inequalities. Q.E.D.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use If r is large enough, this upper bound for k can be improved by dividing into 3, 4,... parts each half-ô, eliciting triangles with areas T3 = 3/2, TA = 2,..., but, for r near 20, the present cutting gives the best result.
Using the estimate for rk given by Propositions 3 and 4 we get the following Theorem. The sequence 8n = (T.2^k^"l/TTrk) -log n is increasing and has a finite limit 8 as n tends to infinity.
Proof. From r2+ x < n/ir (Proposition 3) we deduce, for n > 2, «"+!-«"> -+logn-log(« + l)>0, so 8n is an increasing sequence. lim flogT^-r-4-£ ±)
and Euler-Maclaurin's formula enables one to estimate this limit. Similarly, one gets an upper bound for 5 using the lower bound for rk given by Proposition 4 for 1401 < k < 1.364 X 107, and then the lower bound k < irr2 + 30.842 747 23 X r2/3 due to H. Chaix [2] for k > 1.364 X 107. By this process, we get the estimate of 8
given in Section 0 from the computed value of S1400 and we can see that 8 -8n = 0(n~2/3).
3. The Computation of 8N.
(a) General Principles of the Programs. Our purpose is to compute rn for « < N (see the definitions of r'n and r"" following Proposition 1 in Section 1). We first compute r'n and to this end we consider the circumcircles of triangles with integer vertices and radii < i(N -1)/tt (in (b) we will explain how to restrict the number of triangles to be considered): We compute the number of integer points contained in the associated disk.
For a given number of points n < N, the minimal radius of the studied disks containing exactly n integer points is memorized, and for n = N one memorizes the smallest radius giving at least N integer points. When all the triangles have been studied, for a given n, there are 3 possibilities: (a) Memory r'n is empty (or strictly speaking contains 0). iß) Memory r'n contains a nonzero value. Then, either (/?,) memories r"'+, (t > 1) contain 0 or values > r'n, or (ß2) there exists a memory rn'+/ (i > 1) containing a nonzero value < r'n. Indeed, it is possible that none of the tested disks contains exactly n integer points (case (a) arising for n = 3, for example); it is also possible that each disk containing exactly n integer points has a radius greater than the radius of some disks containing n + t integer points (case (ß2). For instance, the circumcircle of the triangle of vertices -1, 1 and 3i induces a disk containing n = 10 integer points and with radius 5/3, whereas the disk centered at (1 + i)/2 and with radius ^5/2 < 5/3 contains 12 integer points).
It is thus necessary to alter the table of r'n in order to get the increasing sequence /•"". For this purpose, we let n run from N -1 to 2, and we store in the memory of index n the value rn"+ x contained in the memory of index n + 1 in case the memory of index n contains 0 or a value greater than rn"+1. Then it is sufficient to verify that there is no exceptional disk (cf. Section 1 and Appendix 2) and to compute 8N.
(b) Selection of the Circles to be Considered. Our purpose is to reduce the time of computation by avoiding, as far as possible, repeating the computations for triangles deduced from one another by the isometries of R2 which stabilize the lattice of Gaussian integers.
The circle considered here passes through the origin 0 and the 2 points b and c g Z[i] which can be picked up from different quadrants (the method used to construct the table in Appendix 3), or from the same quadrant. (This is the case of the model in Appendix 2 and of the final program which are described below).
It is easily verified that, as the triangle Obc has angles < tt/2, one can suppose b and c to be in the first quadrant. Moreover, rN < /(TV -1)/tt ; thus, one can assume that \b\ < \c\ < L = 2tJN/tt , and, by symmetry with respect to the first bisector of the axes, one can suppose that arg b g [tt/4, tt/2].
The range of b = xb + iyb is thus defined by {(xb> yb) G z2; ° < xb « Wfi> max(l, x") < yb < ^L2-*2}. One verifies without trouble that r2 is a rational number with a denominator not greater than D2/2. With respect to BASIC rounded values, a parameter e (EP in Appendix 1) has been introduced in order not to leave out any integer point in this counting, by actually considering the disk of center x + iy and radius yr2 + e. The computation is valid if e is sufficiently small, and one chooses its values noticing that, from the denominators of x, y and r2, if the point a g Z[i] does not belong to the circle of center x + iy and radius r, then one has | \a -(x + iy)|-r| > (2L2(L + l))"1.
Nevertheless, the BASIC computation is not strictly justified (except for N sufficiently small, in practice N < 500). This is the reason why the final program and all needed arithmetical multiprecision routines have been developed directly in 6502 machine code. As A25 = 9.232 one easily gets an approximation of S1400 with an accuracy near 1395
TT-lT32.
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